
 

Italian language under Mt. Etna – 
Suggested itineraries:  

 

Centro Didattico Athena may organise learning trips, which are chosen 

among different suggestions and itineraries, here follow some of them: 

Etna and its natural park, itinerary between craters and caves.  

This excursion includes the visit of Etna crater. We are also visiting different and multiform 

towns on Etna slopes: Zafferana, land of honey and the art of lava stone processing, and 

Bronte, with its “pistachio” culture, the green gold of Sicily, its Spanish bell towers and its 

exceptional environmental richness.  

Messina Itinerary: Civilisation and nature in the water valley of 
Alcantara Taormina and Castelmola.  

The tour includes the natural aspects of the park and the visit of the high Alcantara valley. The 

excursion concludes with the visit of Taormina and its wonderful Greek Theatre. Finally, the 

itinerary ends up on Castelmola cliff, a small medieval village, perched on a cliff around the 

ruins of the Arab castle. 

Syracuse Itinerary: Syracuse and Pantalica.  

Spectacular itinerary, with the visit of the most relevant concentration of cave-dwellings, 

sanctuaries carved out of rock on the banks of river Anapo. A dive on the ancient history of 

fifth-century Sicily with old sixth-century Byzantine rocky churches. Then follows the visit to 

Syracuse and its beautiful Greek theatre. The tour ends up with a walk in the heart of old 

Syracuse in the popular area known as “Ortigia”. 



AG Itinerary: Scala dei Turchi 

Visit to one of the most spectacular parts on Agrigento coast, the wonderful marlstone white 

coast. The old remaining of a seabed which emerged from the sea and from Sicily prehistory 

stand out in an absolute white during Spring and Summer above a water-blue sea.  

RG Itinerary: The roads of Commissario Montalbano. From Andrea 
Camilleri’s pen.  

Together with the character of “Commissario Montalbano” we go through a series of places 

and sites that tell of a not too imaginary Sicily. The tour in Scicli, Modica, Ragusa discovers 

some of the setting areas of the film, among the most beautiful and spectacular in this part of 

Sicily, so as to tell with image the stort and the famous TV series. Sites, squares and old 

factories. The tour ends up with tasting wine and the renowned “cioccolato modicano” 

(Modica Chocolate). These are only some of the typical food of this area which will complete 

this wonderful experience.  

Catania Itinerary: Catania, seven times re-built. 

 This itinerary tells of the story and the urban development that is the result of the relation 

with lava and lava flowing through Catania. This tour is original and involving and discovers 

Catania in a non-conventional way.  

 

 

 

 


